Randal "Randy" Marion Stock
April 17, 1964 - June 20, 2020

A Life Well Lived
The world lost a wonderful young man today who loved nature, animals and his family.
Randy came to Chico in 1986 at the age of 22. He was always smiling and friendly and
well liked in the community. Randy always had sincere concerns for the homeless and
anyone less fortunate than he. His extraordinary love of biking was always on display on
the streets and trails of Chico. He had an eagerness for life that few of us could
appreciate. Randy brought out the best in us and will never be forgotten by his friends and
family.
“Ride the heavenly trails my son until we meet again.”
Randy is survived by his parents, brother, nephew, cousins, aunts and uncles.

Comments

“

Oh are dear Randy, what can we say about you? You filled our family with such joy
and laughter and when things were complicated or worrisome- you brought simplicity
and common sense to everything! You put a smile on our faces at all our family get
togethers and always appreciated our dinners, being the first in line!
The loss of our nephew Randy left our entire family stunned. If there ever was an
example of what a young man should be it was Randy - kind, honest, loving, with a
sense of humor that always brought a smile . His ability to overcome life’s challenges
defined who he was.
We love you Randy and will miss you forever
aunt Sandy & uncle Terry

sandy preston - July 05, 2020 at 05:18 PM

“

Randy was.....is a fine young man. I say “is” because he has such a loving strong
spirit it will never leave this earth.
Please do not take this as being dis respectful of Randy but he spoke the truth
always!
He once told me point blank that “those are going to kill you”! He was right, as at the
time I was smoking. I have since quit. For Randy this came from love not criticism.
He is a young man that takes care of his health so he knew what he was talking
about.
Anyhow our dear Randy is cycling with the angels now all the while wearing an
enormous smile. Thanks for the wonderful memories young man. Til we meet again.
With love forever Larry and Mary Economy.

mary and larry economy - July 04, 2020 at 04:26 PM

“

I met Randy through a mutual friend about 30 years ago.i remember we used to ride
to lots of places in our bikes. He was always very physically fit and he rode his bike a
lot and he got me riding more.

Jeff Laymon - July 01, 2020 at 09:21 PM

“

I recently started working for the apt complex that Randy called home. I immediately
recognized him as someone i had met yrs ago through another mutual friend. He
was always a regular sight around the complex riding in and out or swimming in the
pool.
A very nice man who became someone we expect to see everyday in our travels, if
not at the complex then maybe 15 miles up a steep hill riding to Cohasset which
impressed me greatly. Randy will be Missed by myself, the management, and his
neighbors this i know.
RIP our friend and neighbor

R Teran - July 01, 2020 at 09:31 AM

